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1

What is
a community
garden
A community garden is a plot of landcultivated by a group
of people, producing mainly fruit and vegetables.
Communitygardeners either use individual or shared garden
beds.An essential aspect of community gardens is their related
social life, which is often the major motivation for participation.

1.2

What types
of community gardens
can be found?
THERAPEUTIC – this type of a community

RECREATIONAL – a garden used mainly

garden can be taken care of by people

for leisure time activities with neighbours

with various disabilities or disadvantages

(e.g. Prazelenina community garden).

(e.g. Botanicula community garden).
PRODUCTION – the main goals of this

EDUCATIONAL-CORRECTIVE

type of garden are to produce food and

– people with criminal records, etc. are

support self-sufficiency (e.g. Kuchyňka

being integrated into the community

community garden).

via gardening (e.g. Kotlaska community
garden).

Most community gardens perform multiple functions at once.
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1.3

How gardens
flourish nowadays?
Community gardening has seen a significant

online on a map of community gardens

increase in the past few years, both abroad

on www.mapko.cz web, registrations in which

and in the Czech Republic.

are voluntary, the total numbers, therefore,
being higher.

Production farms are a significant element
in community gardening abroad. There

The first community gardens in Prague

are only three of them in the Capital City

have been established 7 years ago, in 2012.

of Prague. Most community gardens in the

A year later, there were 10 of them, at the end

Czech Republic are established in larger cit-

of 2017, there were 24 already, and currently,

ies and towns, though smaller towns joined

we have 42 registered public gardens and

in 2018 (e.g. Nový Jičín, Ústí nad Labem,

others booming „in secret“. There are 100 gar-

Blatná). Community gardens are not yet

dens in total registered on the national map

mapped from a nationwide perspec-

throughout the Czech Republic (as of Octo-

tive. Summarized information is available

ber 17, 2019) compared to 66 on June 25, 2018.
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1.4

What functions community
gardens perform, what
benefits they bring, and what
challenges they face?
SOCIAL BENEFITS:

goal is providing high-quality local food.

Matěj Petránek, the founder of Prazelenina

According to some studies, there is also an

community garden, likes to say that, rather

evidence of a decline in crime in areas sur-

than the vegetables themselves, neighbour-

rounding the gardens (Josie Glausiusz, 2007).

ly relations are grown in Prazelenina, that
being one of the major benefits the gar-

ECONOMIC BENEFITS:

dens bring worldwide. Some gardens focus

Community

on integration of people with disabilities (e.g.

duce plenty of healthy food, contributing

Prinzesi-nnengarten in Berlin), while for oth-

to the local economic development, reduc-

er gardens, especially those located either

ing transport costs and increasing the avail-

on the peripheries of large cities (e.g. Kom-

ability of local food. Some gardens create

Pot) or in developing countries, the main

jobs for ordinary citizens or disadvantaged

11

and

urban

gardens

pro-

people. In cases of community gardens

HEALTH BENEFITS:

on city-owned land, the joint care of garden-

Some research studies show that gardening

ers reduces the cost of urban green space

can prevent mental illnesses. They high-

maintenance for the city or city district.

light the presence of Mycobacterium vaccae, a bacteria stimulating the production

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS:

of serotonin, which has a positive effect

City City gardens contribute to revegetation,

on the human mind. At the same time, gar-

functional revitalizing of unused urban areas

dening offers a great opportunity for natu-

and they also support evaporation - the circu-

ral movements. An integral part of running

lation of water. They, therefore, help to adapt

urban and community gardens is their

cities to climate change. Some community

impact on children and their ability to influ-

gardens are created in deprived urban areas

ence their relationship to food production/

or paved surfaces, revitalizing the area by

farming and a healthy lifestyle.

placing raised beds furthermore contribute
to lowering the temperature, improving rain-

EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS:

water management, and having a generally

Community gardens may be especially use-

positive environmental impact in the area.

ful as tools for nature and environmental

The local aspect plays an important role in the

protection and building relationships with

reduction of transport emissions for locally

living nature, soil, and place. One of the

grown food. Some gardens organize cours-

common reasons for community gardening,

es and workshops that inspire and educate

especially for families with small children,

residents in growing food, composting, bee-

is environmental education. Residents also

keeping, and other topics. Gardens also pro-

usually become more aware of the benefits

cess the local bio-waste, community garden-

of urban green spaces thanks to the gardens,

ers, therefore, contribute to waste prevention.

especially during hot summer days.
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1.4.1

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE
OF COMMUNITY GARDENS?
Revitalization/revegetation of public space.
Creating a gathering place for people tomeet.
Responding to social problems.
Climate change mitigation.
Community composting, prevention of waste production, and reduction
of the volume of bio-waste sent to landfill.
Integration of seniors/people with disabilities.
Providing high-quality food.
Food self-sufficiency and safety.
Creating positive PR for companies - being a good neighbour.
Implementation of Local Agenda 21 and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

1.4.2

WHAT BENEFITS DO THEY BRING
TO THE CITY AND ITS DISTRICTS?
The community garden is proof that the city is alive
– it makes a positive promotion for the city.
Encouraging active citizenship.
A meeting space for residents and intergenerational communication.
A place for ecological education - for schools, youth activities, but also family activities.
A space for relaxation as a counterpoint to a busy city.
Promoting bio-diversity - a haven for animals (insects, birds, endangered species).
Improving local microclimate.
A solution for private land which the current owner has no use for yet.
Reducing urban space which needs to be taken care of by the city.
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1.4.3

WHAT BENEFITS DO THEY BRING
TO THE NEIGHBOURS?
Gardening, a way to grow food and plants in the middle of the city.
Resource recycling - the benefits of using biowaste and reducing mixed waste.
A green island among the city buildings enhances the aesthetic quality of its surroundings and adorns the environment
Education - a place to learn new things or show children/others how the food loop works
(ecological education).
Relaxation and fun - creating a community in a city full of prefabricated tower blocks
and cultivating relationships with neighbours.
Self-fulfillment - cultural and social experience and involvement
in participants‘ own projects.

1.4.4

HOW THE CITY CAN SUPPORT
COMMUNITY GARDENING?
Appointing an official to act as the main contact for potential and existing gardens.
Identifying unused (even temporarily unused) plots of land that could be taken care
of by a group of neighbours.
Including community gardens in grant programs (ranging from green revitalization and
rainwater harvesting to environmental education, training, and awareness).
Informing about community gardens via its communication channels.
Organizing meetings of local community gardens.
Establishing a model community garden cultivated by the neighbourhood community.
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1.4.5

WHAT CHALLENGES CAN
BE FACED WHILE ESTABLISHING
AND RUNNING A GARDEN?
Unresolved property issues, where the land is managed by more than one owner nd
the land use agreement is therefore complex. This can be especially the cases of inner
courtyards: see the methodology for establishing and maintenance of inner courtyards:
The Living Courtyards (Multiple authors, 2019).
Unspecified contact person at the local authority. Potential community garden applicants do not know, whom to contact, or with whom to subsequently discuss the garden development.
Utilization possibilities of the area are directly affected by built-up area patterns, given
by their architectural dispositions. In some cases, the change could be too costly
or technically unfeasible.
One-sided use of the area for car parking – This applies especially to inner courtyards,
the use of which responds to social changes. However, even this type of use should
have its rules and should not be done at the expense of the safety and aesthetic function of the area. The most appropriate way of addressing this issue, where practicable,
is an underground garage. (Multiple authors, 2011).
Social and user issues - This category includes all kinds of resident-visitor relationships,
especially property relations, safety and maintenance issues, and interest in using
the place. Participatory planning, a great deal of patience, and good communication
skills are advisable to solve these problems.
Financial and sustainability-related issues - Substantial revitalization of neglected space
may be financially demanding and usually beyond the means of community gardeners
or housing associations. One way is obtaining grants from the city, foundations, or other
sources, another way is choosing the cheapest option combined with increased volunteer involvement.
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Community gardens often face the burnout of their voluntarily engaged coordinators
who receive no financial reward, although their work in a functional and active community garden involves up to 40 hours per month. These cases might be prevented by at
least a symbolic reward paid to the coordinator from the fees for rented garden beds.
(Inadequate) professional care issues - Community gardeners often work with great
enthusiasm but lesser professional knowledge, which results either in a poor harvest
or poor care of the trees. This can be prevented by occasional visits and advice by
a professional gardener (e.g. shared among multiple community gardens) - a visit once
a month is sufficient for most gardens, twice a year for wood care.
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1.4.6

PEOPLE ARE WHAT MATTERS
MOST - THE SOCIAL VIEW
According to research and individual com-

The aesthetic function is no less important.

munity garden studies, we continue to find

Gardens help to adorn their surroundings

that this phenomenon generates benefits

through their work, landscaping, growing

not only at the individual level but espe-

decorative and other plants (Walsh, 2011).

cially at the level of social relations per se.
The majority of expert studies stress the ben-

Armstrong notes that the areas, where urban

efits of community gardens, primarily in the

community gardens are located, not only

areas of healthy eating, increased physical

show greater collaboration and neighbour-

activity, and - on the contrary - eliminating

hood support but also less crime and drug

stressful situations (Walsh, 2011). For instance,

issues. People can therefore feel better and

the studies report that gardeners generally

safer in these locations (Armstrong, 2000).

consume more fresh vegetables than people who do not grow anything themselves.

Urban gardens also serve as recreational

On the contrary, they consume less sweet

areas (Walsh, 2011). People often spend time

foods and drinks. Also, there is evidence

together in the gardens, even when they

that gardening brings mental well-being,

are not working. Community gardens host

which appears to be related to physical

or organize various social events, ranging

activity. Gardening can also be considered

from barbecue evenings to concerts, the-

a form of exercise which people participat-

aters, and public workshops, contributing

ing in community gardens complement

to the city revitalization (Armstrong, 2000)

with walking or cycling to the place (Arm-

and, therefore, to positive social phenome-

strong, 2000). The gardeners themselves

na, such as social cohesion, integration, inter-

report physical and mental health improve-

personal and intergenerational relations.

ments as well as a change in their approach
to a healthy diet. Various projects focused
on comprehensive concepts of health promotion are arising and incorporating community gardens (Walsh, 2011).
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1.4.7

A HIGH LEVEL
OF PARTICIPATION MAKES
GARDENS BLOOM
When designing a garden, its future users

tutions (schools, offices, restaurants, and

should get sufficient attention. It is only

shops) can also be among stakeholders.

their help and willingness to adopt the land

The authors of the methodology for public

as „their own“ that can keep the place in an

participation in the revitalization of urban

acceptable condition in the future. Engag-

courtyards in the city of Brno recommend

ing the public through participatory plan-

the procedure of collecting information

ning from the very beginning of restoration

through a qualitative survey and a sub-

is a significant step forward.

sequent planning meeting. Interviews,
short questionnaires, or surveys can be

Public participation in the decision-making

used to figure out users‘ opinions (Multiple

processes is a necessary condition for mov-

authors, 2011, pp. 10-11). Stakeholder opin-

ing towards urban sustainability. Enabling

ions can be evaluated during a public hear-

the users to co-decide on the form of pub-

ing, beginning with a short presentation

lic spaces in the city constitutes an essential

of the locality and summary of objectives

element of strengthening their attachment

followed by facilitated structured discus-

to the place, particularly where it is in their

sion. Strengths and weaknesses of the local-

immediate neighbourhood. It is essential

ity need to be discussed to find and suggest

to obtain residents‘ opinions on the current

a suitable solution. When designing new

state, need for change, and the view on the

measures, alterations, and enhancements

future shape of public spaces. Public spaces

to the area with new elements, it is best

near residential blocks are almost ideal proj-

to follow the classic brainstorming method

ects for public participation processes. They

before allowing participants to evaluate

are relatively clearly defined, used by citizens

the benefits and disadvantages of different

daily and their matters reflect many current

designs in the form of comments by partici-

issues, such as safety, leisure, and environ-

pants. Subsequently, citizens should be able

mental protection. (Multiple authors, 2011,

to score points on proposals. People should

p. 4) In the first stage of the public partici-

subsequently be able to score the proposals.

pation process, it is recommended to draw

The next stage may include group work with

up a list of potential users. Key people will

a map, in which the groups draw particular

include the local property owners. Resi-

issues and suggest changes under the guid-

dents of the adjacent houses, owners and

ance of a facilitator. The meeting should end

visitors to neighbouring or nearby insti-

with a discussion on the proposal. The out-
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come should be part of resource materi-

The participatory and deliberative approach

als for carrying out the project idea study

brings an extra dimension. In addition

for a community garden. The project idea

to being transparent, this approach contrib-

study then needs to be publicly discussed

utes to the distribution of responsibilities

again. (Multiple authors, 2011, pp. 14-16).

among all stakeholders.
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Community
gardening:
How to start?
How to find the right plot of land?
How to involve the neighbours?
Shall we establish an association?
What legal challenges can you expect?
How to make the garden bloom for years?
How to make a deal with finance?
What must not be missing in the garden?
How to keep developing?
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2.1

How to find the right plot
of land?
Property relations and accessibility of the place

The easiest way to acquire consent is possi-

greatly influence the way the community gar-

bly the case of sole ownership. It’s advisable

den is established and operated.

to prepare the community garden concept
and summarize its benefits to the local com-

The The founder of the community garden

munity. Effective communication of bene-

should initially identify the owner of the

fits a garden would bring to the landown-

land on http://nahlizenidokn.cuzk.cz/ web-

er is crucial, such as the fact that greenery

site. This is easier where the land is fenced.

will be taken care of by neighbours would

Notifying the local authorities of a garden

relieve the owner, the place monitored

establishment is not required in cases where

by the gardeners which will help reduce

the land is owned by the establishers them-

potential crime. It is also recommended

selves or by a house unit owners association

to consider the stipulations the owner may

(hereinafter referred to as SVJ). Placing raised

require from community gardeners, such as

garden beds is allowed without the approv-

the provision of regular care by a profession-

al of the local municipal authority but not

al gardener.

without the landowner’s consent.
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In case of ownership by a house unit owners

Prague 4). An officer managing Local Agenda

association, it is necessary to obtain the con-

21 can be a useful ally in negotiations, just like

sent of a majority at an an extraordinary

a mayor of a city or city district who may also

or a regular meeting. In the case of a house

be interested in community garden issues.

unit owners association, it is necessary

From the point of view of the inhabitants and

to check its relevant statutes and have its

community gardens founders, it is appropri-

intention approved at a meeting of the

ate for the city district to appoint an official

association. Even then, clear reasoning

responsible for this agenda the gardeners

is advised to convince the neighbours

could cooperate with while establishing and

of the benefits of a garden.

running a garden.

Where Where the land is owned by the city

It is advisable to make a plan before starting

or its districts, notifying the local authorities

to negotiate with the landowner (Annex 1).

is also necessary. It is usually the local Department of Environmental Protection that man-

While running a community garden, it is

ages and approves the use of public spaces

appropriate to select a plot of land with suit-

and may help you establish a community

able habitat conditions for growing crops

garden under advantageous conditions, like

and monitor the place for several months

reduced the local fee for the public space use

before the actual design. The monitoring

stipulated by the decree. The consent must

should focus on sun exposure of the land,

be submitted via application to the Assets

which changes at different times of the year,

Management Department together with

depending on the height of the buildings

a land title deed extract and a snapshot

and the foliage of the trees, weather condi-

of a cadastral map indicating an expected

tions, and rain shadows.

scope of the occupation, and in the case
of ownership by a legal entity also with an

Another factor is access to rainwater (or a source

extract from the Commercial Register and

of utility/drinking water) and a power supply.

the solemn declaration made by the applicant of no overdue liability towards the city.

Underground car parks are built near apart-

The application must include the purpose

ment complexes and commercial build-

of the land use and the duration of the occu-

ings. Construction of community gardens

pation. If the use of the land is more extensive

on these plots follows the same principles

(long-term or permanent), a lease agreement

as building roof gardens (see Chapter 2.1.3),

or easement is necessary. The lease or occu-

including the necessary security features,

pation terms vary between cities and city

such as railings.

districts. You can obtain the land use permit
for a symbolic fee or free of charge in some
cases (e.g. the courtyard in Mečislavova street,

25
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2.1.1

TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE OR
CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE GARDEN
Technical infrastructure may be a limiting

For most gardens, it is best to have their

factor for establishing a community gar-

land fenced with at least a symbolic fence.

den. A comprehensive revitalization of the

The same does not apply to closed or semi-

area including the planting of woody plants

closed courtyard spaces. A Building Permit

requires checking utility network infrastruc-

is not needed for a fence on the condi-

ture and respecting the legislation mposed

tion that it does not exceed a total height

protection zones. In the case of growing

of 2 meters and is not adjacent to a public

annual crops, either in the soil or in raised

road or other public space. Particular plots

garden beds, the safety measures for acci-

of land might require verification whether

dents must be observed, but the networks

they are considered public spaces in their

will not be affected by this cultivation meth-

city district or the zoning plan. A hedge

od. Where intervention in networks might

or a temporary fence without a firm anchor-

be necessary while running a community

age in the ground can also be used as a gar-

garden, it is good to grow plants on the pal-

den shade, which is not subject to construc-

lets transportable by a pallet truck.

tion proceedings.
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2.1.2

WHAT WILL GROW ON
OUR LAND - SUITABLE HABITAT
CONDITIONS
Habitat conditions, among other things, are

Other methods used to determine the qual-

given by the plot shape and shape, expo-

ity of soil are analysis by a specialized lab-

sure, the height of buildings, and share

oratory or an agreement with a university

of paved surfaces. The wall with southern

or a student on writing a thesis on the topic.

exposure, located in the south part of the
plot or courtyard, is exposed to sunlight

There are several tools available on the mar-

for the longest time and is also the warmest.

ket to determine the soil reaction:

The wall with northern exposure, located
in the northern part, is always the coldest

LITMUS PAPER - Three times the amount

and has the most balanced temperature

of distilled water must be poured onto

range. The wall with eastern exposure

the soil sample, shaken well, and left

has the greatest rain shadow and receives

to stand. Clear extract shall be poured

sunlight in the mornings and afternoons.

into a clean test tube and litmus paper

The wall with western exposure receives

immersed. Blue paper turns red in the acidic

sunlight in the afternoon and might have

soil extract while red paper turns blue in the

the highest precipitation due to prevailing

alkaline soil extract.

winds. (Sojková, Kiesenbauer, 2008)
SOIL PH TEST - A tool for indicating soil
When examining habitat conditions, it

reaction designed for 8 tests. The package

is vital to focus on soil quality, indicat-

includes a test tube, distilled water, and test

ed in several ways, from cost-effective

tables. PH of the sample is detected within

to

3minutes.

sophisticated

scientific

methods.

The so-called Spade test may also be
used to assess the soil profile in individual
layers in alternative cultivation methods.
It should be done by an experienced professional. By asking long-term residents
of the area, it is possible to assess how/
if the land was cared for (by regular composting, etc.), or whether it was not devalued by landfill from road reconstruction
or other construction works.
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BEN SOIL PH TEST - A tool for an instant

sional laboratories are the most expen-

indication of pH values in soil. Pour the soil

sive, their price depending on the number

sample into the beaker, dilute with distilled

of samples and the type of analysis per-

water and add two different solutions.

formed).

The soil acidity can be indicated by comparison with a color scale.

Neutral to slightly acidic soil is best suited
to most plants grown in the gardens (see

SOIL PH METER - Digital devices signifi-

Annex 2 for more information).

cantly more expensive than the foregoing
tests, but also the most accurate.

Before you start planning the garden
design, it is also relevant to map its current

Samples of certain weeds can be used

state. An arborist can evaluate the condi-

for an indicative estimate of the local soil

tion of all tree species and recommend

reaction. This method requires no further

which of them should be maintained

funding, but it is also the least accurate.

or given at least basic care and which
should be felled.

• ACID SOILS: wild mint, sheep sorrel, field
horsetail, wild pansy, lupine, nawel, ribwort plantain
• ALKALINE SOILS: forking larkspur, summer pheasant‘s-eye, yellow sweet clover,
scarlet pimpernel, wild mustard, wart
spurge, common sowthistle, crownvetch
Some of the local agricultural laboratories
are providing soil analyzes for gardeners
at reduced prices. The samples might be
sent by mail (excluding those for nitrate
content determination) or delivered in person. Specialized institutions shall provide
instructions for sampling upon request;
the laboratory determines the type of soil,
hummus level and trace elements. A minimum of 8 to 12 soil samples are required
to provide the correct analysis (depending
on the area, a minimum of 10 samples per
100 m²). Analyzes performed by profes-
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2.1.3

ROOF GARDENS AND KEY
PRECONDITIONS FOR THEIR
GROWTH
A community garden can also be built on the

Community roof gardens usually fall into

roof of a building, utilizing an unused roof

the category of intensive or semi-intensive

area. It creates a new relaxational space with

green roofs. It is, therefore, necessary to take

a view of the surroundings, which can be

them into account during the design of the

used for many purposes, from recreation

building and adapt the structure to allow

or growing fruits and vegetables to thera-

being loaded with a large substrate layer.

peutic purposes. Community roof gardens

In the case of a garden established on an

became a trend in countries like Denmark,

existing building, a thorough assessment

Germany, the Netherlands, the United King-

of the statics showing what is a permis-

dom, and France. The Czech Republic is still

sible load at different places of the roof

at the beginning and, therefore, it is worth

is necessary. The assessment must take into

mentioning the key preconditions for the suc-

consideration not only a load of vegetation

cessful implementation of such projects.

layers, future construction, and equipment
of the garden but also the safe working load

The specificity of a roof garden is the need

of people gathered on the roof. An autho-

to determine static and structural prereq-

rized structural engineer can give the best

uisites before its establishment.

advice here.

OTHER CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS ARE:

• Waterproofing at least 15 cm

• Appropriate hardness of the thermal

above the level of the future green
roof surface

• insulation material

• Root-resistant waterproofing

• Penetrations on the roof corresponding with the garden’s design

• The thickness of waterproofing
material reflecting the placement and
weight of elements on the roof
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2.1.3.1

Access and security
Roof access needs to be adapted to the pur-

The entrance zone for cleaning is also advis-

pose of the roof garden. The minimum pre-

able to keep the dirt out of the building. If

requisite shall be an access through an exter-

the roof is planned to be used for a ther-

nal or internal staircase or, where possible, an

apeutic garden etc., a barrier-free access

elevator leading to the roof. Ladder access

needs to be considered.

is unsuitable. Roof access should be considered while establishing a community roof

Adequate fall protection is also required

garden, during its use and for the purpose

for residential roof gardens. It can be

of service access for maintenance.

in the form of attics, the railing of legal minimum height, or safety nets where children

Tools or machines such as mowers or verticalators need to be comfortably transported to the roof and local production
and waste may need to be carried down.
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move in the garden etc.

2.1.3.2

Maintenance and irrigation
Maintenance is crucial to any roof garden

green roof. Expected watering frequency

and it needs to be taken into consider-

can be calculated in advance and consid-

ation both in terms of the concept of using

ered in the context of water management

the garden and funding its maintenance.

of the entire building. Rainwater or purified

A professionally maintained roof garden
can bring users joy for decades, while

greywater is usable for watering. Some

unprofessional care can bring many trou-

buildings also have a wastewater treatment

bles, which can only be solved at high costs

plant producing water safe for irrigation.

due to poor accessibility. For community

However, using water treated in this way

roof gardens, maintenance can be part

for public roofs, public health legislation,

of the green roof‘s operation, therefore

and relevant hygiene regulations must also

it must be kept in mind when designing

be taken into consideration.

the garden. For community roof gardens,

2.1.3.3

their maintenance can be part of the green

Intensive roof gardens produce a consider-

roof‘s operation, which is why it must be

able amount of biomass (weeds, production

kept in mind when designing the garden.

plants residues, fruits, woody plants prun-

Maintenance requirements are specific

ing), which is advisable to compost on-site

to each type of vegetation, but they have

with all the benefits it brings. Therefore, there

one thing in common - vegetation can-

is no need to transport biomass through

not do without irrigation on an intense

the building and dispose of it elsewhere.

Green roof standards
The quality of the vegetation layer is the

functioning of green roofs are specified

alpha and omega of the garden‘s long-term

in the document „Green Roof Vegetation

functionality. The garden sitting on the

Layers: Guidelines for Design, Implementa-

ground is more forgiving than the roof gar-

tion, and Maintenance“ issued by the Asso-

den, where any reconstruction presents

ciation for Establishment and Maintenance

a logistical challenge and high financial

of Greenery, see: www.zelenestrechy.info.

costs. Material properties for the correct
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2.2

How to find out if your
neighbours are interested?
A key principle to a functional garden is the

• Websites and social networks of local
nonprofit organizations, housing estates etc.

involvement of potential gardeners’ neighbours in its events from the very beginning.
Community gardens are proven to appeal
to the visitors of nearby kindergartens, elementary schools, and nonprofit organizations with the frequent presence of parents

•

Local public administration websites,
social media and newsletters.

• Social networks of organizations
addressing community garden issues,
e.g. KOKOZA, o.p.s.

with children and seniors.

• Printed and online questionnaires

Before establishing the garden, you need

• Creating a Facebook group for swift

to find out id and how the land is used. It

communication between members

can be partially determined by observation.

is useful but certainly don‘t forget to send

Other ways are: a questionnaire survey in the

invitations and information by email.

(published on social media platforms).

neighbouring houses, possibly supplemented by an online questionnaire investigating

A joint meeting should follow as a next

the current state and future ideas about

step. With participatory planning, it is cru-

the functioning of a community garden and

cial to listen to the opinions of your oppo-

the neighbours‘ interest in community gar-

nents‘ communicate, remain patient, and

dening. People aren‘t often able to imagine

explain things. It is appropriate to designate

a specific garden under the name „commu-

a day when the majority of people stay

nity garden.“

at home and then organize a small celebration. It would help identify the needs

Which specific communication channels can

of people living in the house and introduce

be used to address the neighbours?

the community garden concept, reasoning
the benefits a garden would bring to peo-

• Notice boards in the neighbouring

ple, including it being the space for their

houses nursery and primary schools,

own specific needs. It is important to pre-

nonprofit organizations, community

pare a whiteboard or flipcharts to record

centers, cafes, and restaurants.

people‘s requests, specify positive and

• Events attended by local citizens, like

negative examples. Subsequent voting

nonprofit organization meetings,

would determine how many people agree

The Different City Experience events,

with presented examples or ways of future

Earth Day, etc.

development. This will allow you to plan
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future steps and meetings and determine

After the meeting, you can design the

the revitalization development of the space

appearance and necessary elements of the

into a community garden.

garden, define its content and find out
the needs of inhabitants in terms of their

The number of active people, who have

activities. Meetings with neighbours are an

enough time and enthusiasm to devote

integral, even key activity to most communi-

themselves to the transformation of the

ty gardens, often exceeding the gardeners’

space, can be detected at the first meeting.

desire for their own harvest.

Another point is identifying the opponents,
to whom it would be essential to dedicate

Community garden experience shows

time to explain all issues to reach a compro-

that coordination of an active communi-

mise solution.

ty garden requires several hours of work
a week. When the initial enthusiasm has

It is also helpful to find out the particular gar-

passed, its founder may run out of breath

deners‘ skills or competencies. There might

after the first or second season. Therefore, it

be lawyers and accountants among them,

is crucial to realize the importance of gath-

people with practical skills, which can be

ering a group of the most active people

useful in the construction of new garden

who would share the responsibility and run

beds or background.

the garden.
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2.3

Starting an association:
yes or no?
Community gardens may take different

Code Sections 214-302. The association

legal forms. They often consist of a mere

is established by the adoption of statutes

group of people participating in the gar-

and by an entry in the Register of Associa-

den activities.

tions kept by the competent registry court.
Another form is a registered institute.

It is recommended for a community gar-

The Civil Code refers to the institute as

den to have a legal personality to negotiate

a legal entity established to operate social-

with authorities, companies, and potential

ly or economically useful activities. It uses

grant providers.

both personal and property components
and therefore constitutes a hybrid between

The most common form is an association,

a corporation, a community of persons, and

which meets the requirements, both in terms

a private foundation, an asset allocation

of the content and operating rules. An associ-

for a particular purpose. Legal regulation

ation is generally distinguished as an alliance

of the institute in the Civil Code is concise

or a group of people. The Czech Civil Code

since it is subject to the general regulations

as of January 1, 2014, introduces an associa-

of legal entities (Sections 118-209) and pro-

tion as a form of a legal entity established

visions on the foundation apply accord-

by at least three persons and intended as

ingly. The name must include the term

a self-governing voluntary association of cit-

“registered institute” or the abbreviation

izens supporting their joint interests. Among

“z.ú.”. The institute shall carry out activities

the purposes of an association can be either

results of which shall be accessible to all

mutually beneficial goals, i.e. joint activities

under pre-determined conditions. These

intended exclusively for its members, or pub-

are expressly permitted in the Civil Code

lic benefit goals (provision of social services,

to operate a business enterprise or other

information, and educational activities, etc.),

ancillary activity, which must not reduce

eventually more goals. An association may

the quality, scope, and availability of ser-

conduct business in its name, but this must

vices provided as their main activities. Prof-

not be its main activity, and the profits must

its can be used solely to support the activ-

be used solely to support the achievement

ity for which the institute was established

of its own goals. Natural or legal persons may

and cover the costs of its administration.

be the association’s members. The name

Formal care of a community garden may be

must include the words “association”, “reg-

taken over by an already existing legal enti-

istered association” or the abbreviation “z.s”.

ty, such as a local nonprofit organization.

Associations are regulated by the Civil
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2.4

2.4.1

Legal pitfalls or
What to consider from a legal
point of view
THE LAND-USE PLAN WILL TELL YOU
MORE
Above all, it is necessary to consult the zon-

In.: Collection of Laws of the Czech Repub-

ing plan and find out who owns the land

lic, 2012, and subsequently amended

when looking for a suitable plot of land
for a community garden.

Financing the changes in the land use
through public budgets shall not conflict

Legal requirements and preparation of the

with the issued zoning plan.

zoning plan are imposed by the Act No.
183/2006 Coll., on land-use planning and

The first legislative step for almost every

the Building Act. In: Collection of Laws

community garden is signing a contract

of the Czech Republic, 2006, available

for the lease of the land. The most common

online. As amended and by Act No.

form is a contract of loan for use.

350/2012 Coll., amending Act No. 183/2006
Coll., on land-use planning and building
code (the Building Act), as amended and
some related acts.
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2.4.2

I HAVE A PLOT OF LAND.
HOW CAN I LEASE IT?
A contract of loan for use is regulated by

Another possible form is an usufructuary

the Civil Code in the provisions of Sec-

lease contract regulated in the new Civil

tions 2193-2200. It consists in the lender

Code since 2014. This type of contract is used

relinquishing a non-consumable thing

precisely for the land lease. The lessor leases

to the borrower and undertakeing to allow

a thing subject to the lessee to use. The les-

him its gratuitous temporary use. The lend-

see undertakes to pay the rent to the lessor

er is therefore typically the owner of the land

or provide him with a proportion of the yield

who allows another person - the borrower -

from the thing, or a combination of both

to use the property. The lender and the bor-

(a proportion of the yield and a payment).

rower can be both natural and legal per-

It is a symbol amount, e.g. 1 CZK per year,

sons. A contract of loan for use shall apply

for a community garden. The usufructuary

to the land itself and both parties should

lease differs from the rent in that it also con-

agree on the extent to which community

tains the right to use the land and therefore

gardeners will take care of the land pro-

to benefit from it in addition to the right

vided. The fence may include, for instance,

to use it. For example, the lessee has

a brick fence or small structures, and in most

the right to harvest fruits and vegetables

cases, the gardens cannot take responsibil-

grown in a leased garden (“to benefit from

ity and care of them, if they have already

it”), whereas the tenant does not. If a thing

been in a poor condition at the time of the

subject to usufructuary lease is registered

lease. In a relationship defined by contract

in a public register, it is possible to register

of loan for use, a community garden is not

the usufructuary lease therein with the own-

allowed to run a business.

er’s consent (Section 2333 of the Civil Code).
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2.4.3

CAN WE BUILD AND WHAT
LEGISLATION APPLIES TO US?
Establishment of a community garden is also

• structures up to 25 m² of the built-up

subject to the Building Act and other legis-

area and nd up to 5 m of height with one

lation.

above-ground floor, basementless up
to depth of 3 m, on the fence of a private-

THERE ARE 3 TYPES OF BUILDING PERMIT

ly owned house or a building for a fam-

PROCEDURES: Structures and landscaping

ily recreation utilized for the housing

require a Building Permit.

or recreational purposes, consistent with
the planning documentation, located

The following are some of the parts which

at least 2 m from the fence boundaries,

may relate to community gardens. It is import-

the area of the plot capable of absorbing

ant to read the entire Act.

rainwater after its location will be at least
50% of the fence of a privately owned

ACCORDING TO SECTION 79,

house or building for a family recreation;

DECISION ON LOCATION OF THE

• sbut stands structures, constructions

STRUCTURE, A BUILDING PERMIT IS NOT

and systems for festive decorations and

REQUIRED FOR:

lighting of buildings whose location does
not exceed 30 subsequent days.

• Surface installations for water distribution or drainage in the agricultural land

It is possible to build without a prior planning

or on the grounds designated for fulfilling

permission even in heritage protected areas

the forest functions, if they are not water

or zones or when the house is declared a cul-

management works,

tural monument. This does not mean that

• Retaining walls up to height of 1 m,

anything can be built in such a place. Even

which do not border with the public

the simple structures must be discussed

accessible ground roadways and public

with the board of monument preservation.

spaces,
• Circus tents for maximum of 200
persons and scenic structures for film,
television or theatre,
• Greenhouse structures with build-in area
of max. 40 m², the maximum height 5 m,
minimum distance of 2 m from the land
border and without any underground floor,
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ACCORDING TO SECTION 104,

OTHER STRUCTURES AND LANDSCAPING

NOTIFICATION OF SIMPLE STRUCTURES,

REQUIRE A BUILDING PERMIT.

LANDSCAPING, AND MAINTENANCE
WORKS IS REQUIRED FOR:

Following the legal standards concerning
the utility networks in the area and their pro-

• structures up to 300 m2 of the devel-

tection zones is crucial when revitalizing

oped area and height of 10 m, with

the land, especially when planting the trees.

the exception of residential buildings and a hall up to 1000 m² of the

Incorporation of vegetation elements in the

developed area and the height of 15

urban environment is limited by the already

m, if these structures and halls contain

existing elements or space requirements

maximally one above-ground floor,

of the newly built utility networks (Decree

are basementless and temporary

No. 137/1998 Coll., on General technical

for the maximum period of 3 years;

requirements for building). The issue of the

• structures up to 70 m² of the developed

utility network protection zones - almost

area and up to 5 m of height with one

exclusively in relation to woody vegetation

above-ground floor, basementless up

elements, especially trees - is dealt with

to depth of 3 m;

in the applicable legislation and technical

• abutment wall structures up

standards. Detailed information can be

to the height of 1 m bordering with

found in the following laws, decrees and

the public ccessible ground roadways

standards,e.g. in the Act No. 183/2006 Coll.,

and public spaces;

on land-use planning and the Building Act,

• landscaping not stated in Section 103
par. 1 letter b).

in the Energy Act No. 458/2000 on business conditions and public administration
in the energy sectors, as amended, Decree
of the Central Telecommunications Administration No. 111/1964 Coll., CSN 83 9061
on Vegetation technology in landscaping Protection of trees, plantations and vegetation areas during construction work, CSN 73
6110 on Design of urban roads, CSN 73 6005
on Space arrangement of conduit of technical equipment, CSN 75 5401 on Designing
of water pipeline, CSN 75 6101 on Sewerage
networks and connections.
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The issue of waste (see above) must also

ipality as a waste prevention measure.

be resolved when managing a communi-

The treatment and composting of disturb

ty garden. If the community gardeners are

the environmental components beyond

solely the inhabitants of adjacent houses,

the extent stipulated by specific legislation.

it may be mutually agreed upon to carry all

The composting process must be con-

the waste generated into the household

trolled in such a way as to ensure aerobic

bins or to their garbage bins. Alternative-

microbial decomposition of organic matter

ly, temporary waste containers may be

without odor and methane emissions.

provided for larger events. With regards
to organic material, it is necessary to follow

Another legislative restriction to be respect-

the Waste Act.

ed when running a community garden
is that of not disturbing the night peace.

The community composting options have

The night peace is a peaceful state in a cer-

been addressed in the 2006 Waste Act No

tain place for a limited time, which the soci-

314/2006 Coll. Amendment, Section 10 a.

ety is interested in maintaining for orderly

According to Eva Hanušová of the Legis-

and peaceful coexistence. The night peace

lative Department of the Ministry of the

disturbance is considered such a manifes-

Environment as far as the Act is concerned,

tation of a natural person during the night,

community composting is a system of col-

that is capable to disturb or endanger civil

lecting plant residues from the mainte-

coexistence and public order. The typical

nance of greenery and gardening within

examples are loud vocal expressions, repro-

the municipality, their treatment and subse-

duced or live music, or noise caused by oth-

quent processing into nutritious compost.

er activities with the Act No. 494/2012 Coll.,

It follows from the above that if anyone

on misdemeanors, as amended, defines

intends to collect another type of waste (e.g.

the night peace as the hours between 10:00

kitchen waste, albeit of plant origin) or any

p.m. and 6:00 a.m. The night peace is regu-

residues that have become waste before

lated by the law on the grounds of the inter-

they were handed over to the composting

ests of society and their protection. This law

plant, this would not be a community com-

falls within the remit of the Ministry of the

posting within the meaning of Section 10

interior of the Czech Republic.

of the Waste Act.
When working in the garden, it is necesThe municipality may, within its area

sary to follow Government Decree No.

of responsibility, stipulate by a generally

148/2006 Coll. on the protection of health

binding decree a system of community

against the adverse effects of noise and

composting and a method of using green

vibration and to respect the hygienic lim-

compost for the maintenance and resto-

its of noise in protected outside spaces

ration of public greenery in the munic-

of buildings and protected outside spaces.
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The legislation also applies to greenery, most-

may grant felling permission for law require-

ly defined by Act No. 89/2012 Coll., the Civil

ments for the removal of trees, but it

Code, with effect from 1 January 2014.
would certainly consider it concerning
It has brought changes to the rules regarding

the “seriousness” of reasons. If it concludes

woody plants growing on the owner’s land.

that the removal would be contrary to legal
requirements for the protection of trees,

The basic rule stated in Section 1067 reads: “If

the permit will not be issued and the trees

the trunk grows on the borderlands of differ-

will not be felled.

ent ownership, the tree is considered the common property”. The new Civil Code, Section

The cultivation based on organic farming

1017 regulates the distance of planted trees

principles is a common practice for com-

from the common border: If the owner of the

munity gardens. Where the community

land has a reasonable cause, they may require

gardeners decide to use conventional cul-

the neighbour to refrain from planting trees

tivation, they are obliged to follow Act No.

near the common border and remove them

326/2004 Coll. on the phytosanitary care

where the neighbour has already planted

in case of fertilization and chemical treat-

or let grow the trees. Unless otherwise pro-

ment. The Act must be obliged when using

vided by legal regulation or indicated by

organic cultivation, in the context of Section

local usage, the permitted distance from

3 concerning the protection of plants and

the common border is 3 meters for trees

plant products against harmful organisms

typically growing up to a height exceeding 3

and disturbances. The obligations of physi-

meters, and 1.5 meters for other trees. How-

cal and legal persons concerning Section 3

ever, if no agreement is reached, they need

are detection and control of harmful effects

to apply to a court, which will or will not rec-

of harmful organisms, including weeds, so as

ognize those reasonable grounds and decide

not to cause harm to other persons, damage

the case based on a specific situation.

the environment, or endangered human and
animal health. The obligations of physical

However, the provision allowing the remov-

and legal persons concerning Section 3 are

al of trees does not negate the obligations

a) detection and control of harmful effects

related to the protection of trees under Act

of harmful organisms, including weeds, so as

no. 114/1992 Coll., on Nature and Landscape

not to cause harm to other persons, damage

Protection. According to Section 8 (1) of the

the environment, or endangered human

Act, felling of woody plants outside forests

or animal health, b) the use of products, aids,

requires the permission of a nature protec-

and mechanical means authorized under

tion authority (unless the woody plants are

the Act, in a manner that does not harm sur-

of a specified size, or, optionally, another char-

rounding the vegetation, human and animal

acteristic). A Nature Conservation Authority

health, or the environment.
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2.4.4

HOW TO RUN A GARDEN AND WHAT
TO ADD TO ITS OPERATING RULES?
All community gardens need to set up their

• Rules for lighting fires in the garden

operating rules. Upon reading the rules,

• Care of common spaces and tools.

even the newcomers can easily learn what

• Contacts for the garden coordinator.

to expect in the garden. It should include
basic requirements for gardeners, such as
the plant care and regular duties of a gardener. The operating rules also include
the requirements of the landowner regarding the care of the garden.
SPECIFIC ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE

Basically, all the rules that make it easier

DISCUSSED WITH THE OWNER AND

for a community garden to run smoothly

THE COMMUNITY GARDENERS:

should be part of its operating rules. Each
gardener should sign the rules before join-

• Methods of cultivation - most communi-

ing the community. In a case that the gar-

ty gardens follow the principles of organ-

den is also used as a relaxational space by

ic farming and biodiversity support.

the neighbours, they should also follow

• Care of flower beds – such as removal

the rules, although some may not apply

of weeds, cleaning of flower beds and

directly to them. See the example in Annex 3.

common spaces.
• Compliance with hygiene regulations
– mostly concerning the noise and
the observance of the night peace.
•

Opening hours for the gardeners and
the public. A good practice is that community gardeners have unlimited access
in compliance with other rules (coded
door locks are advisable). The garden
is open to the public at the times when
the community gardeners are present.

• How to use a community composter.
• Prohibition or restriction of smoking and
alcohol consumption.
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2.5

How to achieve long-term
sustainability of the garden?
While running a garden, it is important

es. People interested in cultivation often start

to respect predetermined rules and to take

participating in the garden with great enthu-

into account the neighbours living in the

siasm but encounter problems due to lack

nearby houses, many of whom are not com-

of expertise and thus finish after the first

munity gardeners. This will ensure the cor-

season with not entirely positive feelings

rect long-term functioning of the garden.

due to low yields. This happens even though
profitability is not the main motivation

The garden needs a manager or coordina-

for involvement in community gardening.

tor, the person responsible for the smooth
running of the garden. All gardeners should

Where food self-sufficiency is an important

respect the visiting or operating rules. These

aspect of neighbourhood farming, it is appro-

should reflect the garden’s character and

priate to participate in one of the communi-

include the administrator, the operating

ty-supported agricultural groups providing

hours, specification of what is allowed or for-

high-quality vegetables from local farmers. For

bidden, what to do in the event of operating

more information, visit the Community Sup-

rules violation. See the example of the oper-

ported Agriculture website (http://kpzinfo.cz/).

ating rules given in Annex 3.
THE BOTTOM LINE:
Most community gardens prefer cultivation methods based on organic farming

• The garden is cared for by a team

principles. Such an approach needs to be

of gardeners and its organization

agreed upon, added to the operating rules,

provided by a group of several

and respected. It is also recommended that

neighbours, not just by one coordinator.

sanctions for non-compliance be included

• The garden is open to the public

in the rules – e.g. respect for environmen-

at predetermined times. Otherwise,

tal principles, poor maintenance of flower

it is accessible just to the members.

beds by the owner, and therefore the spread

A membership without gardening

of diseases and weeds in the garden.

duties is also an option in many gardens.
A garden serves as a recreational space,

It is advisable to arrange occasional garden-

for example, for families with children.

ing consultations for the members apart from

• The garden communicates its activities

professional maintenance of common spac-

towards the neighbours and organizes
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neighbourhood events. Communication

a month, and of woody plants ca twice

tools are listed below. Communication

a year. The worker may be a profes-

includes a notice board placed directly

sional from the ranks of the city district

in the garden’s area.

officials.

• The gardeners meet at joint events that
are not limited to farming issues and

at least partially, thanks to, for instance,

take place also during the winter season.

contributions to the association’s fund

• The garden has predetermined rules,

or through the adoption contract. These

which are consulted with the landowner

funds will serve the gardeners to pay

and agreed upon by the gardeners. New

minor expenses, the water and electrici-

gardeners subscribe to these rules.

ty bills, or professional care for the land.

• Where there is no professional gardener

2.6

• The garden is financially self-sufficient,

• The landowner appoints a person to act

among community gardeners, it

as the main contact for the community

is advisable to hire an external worker

gardeners’ negotiations with the land-

to take care of garden beds ca once

owner.

Garden’s
financial self-sufficiency
and development
Once the form of the garden has been agreed

an option – e.g .a food stall, organizing your

upon, it is important to consider its financing.

own workshop or a short-term lease of the

There are several options. If a housing associ-

place to organize workshops with pre-de-

ation is a landowner, it can finance the foun-

fined topics which can also enhance the gar-

dation of the garden. This may be the initial

dens’ program. In such cases, it is necessary

investment, but there are other possible

to comply with the Trade Licensing Act and

sources. The same applies to the land owned

the legislation concerning private business.

by the city or the city district. As for the open

At the same time, the business must be

space, neighbours who work on and rent

in accordance with the usufructuary lease

garden beds can also contribute to the oper-

contract or the contract of loan for use, and

ation of the garden. Owning a business is also

the landowner must agree to it.
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Another option is to focus on the local busi-

Another way to raise funds is running a crowd-

nesses and ask them for financial support. You

funding campaign (e.g., via www. Hithit.cz

need to get to know these companies better,

web portal). A crowdfunding campaign

see where exactly they focus their activities

obtains raising funds from the public or the

in the field of corporate social responsibility

companies through online services that bring

(CSR). They could become a good partner

together projects and help them commu-

or sponsor, if their strategy is ecology-orient-

nicate projects for commission. In this case,

ed and focused on community life and long-

open courtyards and smaller cities have

term sustainability. They do not always have

the advantage. However, a successful crowd-

to contribute financially - in some cases, they

funding campaign is time-consuming, so it

can provide materials, tools, and other things

is important to consider whether it pays off.

crucial for the smooth operation of the garden. Volunteers from nearby companies can

Some of the costs can be saved by the activi-

also help with the adaptation of the space

ties of community gardeners. Raised garden

and, for example, grow herbs in return.

beds and benches can be built or repaired
using gardeners’ own resources.

Grants and programs aimed at supporting
the revitalization of land and the foundation
of community gardens have also been added in recent years. Some of them are corporate grants, others are financed by the city
or the city district. It is important to identify
the companies, monitor the websites of your
council, where challenges appear regularly,
and also focus on non-governmental organizations managing grants (e.g. Nadace Partnerství, Nadace Via, Nadace Proměny, Nadace RSJ, Nadace České spořitelny, Nadační
fond Zelený poked). Other appropriate funds
are corporate foundations, e.g. small grants
provided to employees or awarded on the
basis of employee recommendations.
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2.7

What should not be missing
in the garden?
SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT OF A COMMUNITY GARDEN DEPENDS ON THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NEIGHBOURS ON THE USE OF SPACE, BUT ALSO ON THE HABITAT CONDITIONS. IT IS
ESSENTIAL TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING AMENITIES:

COMPOSTER – up to 40% of household waste

www.kokoza.cz and www.zijukompostyl.cz

is bio-waste. The soil would not be complete

websites). Once the gardeners start, they

without high-quality compost, which would

soon find out that compost is insufficient

harm crops, and in a long-term perspective,

for cultivation. There is often poor soil, which

the entire planet. There is enough materi-

needs to be reclaimed for cultivation pur-

al for the composter in the garden, but it

poses, particularly in the urban courtyards.

is possible to throw in organic material from

A growing number of people from the cit-

the households of gardeners and people liv-

ies ask where they can put organic material

ing near the garden. It is important to prepare

from their homes, which is a perfect oppor-

a manual of what belongs to the composter

tunity to get other neighbours interested

and what does not (for further information see

in the community garden.
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RAISED GARDEN BEDS – if the soil on the

en raised beds should be impregnated with

plot is not suitable for crops, or the intention

linseed oil before use and a nop foil put in to

is to have clearly separated parcels for par-

increase their service life and reduce dry-

ticular gardeners, or if the plot is largely cov-

ing out. Raised bed can be filled only with

ered with the paved area (concrete, tiles),

substrate, broken branches, or wood chips,

you can use the city gardeners’ favorite

horse manure can be placed in the lower

raised garden beds. The cheapest option

layer. The compost and substrate should be

is so-called big-bags – bags made of artifi-

placed in the upper layer used for cultuva-

cial jute, which are used by many communi-

tion. Garden bed requires a minimal main-

ty gardens. Their clear disadvantage is their

tenance and needs to be replaced after

rapid outing and unsightliness. It is import-

several years. In addition, the bottom layer

ant to verify the origin of the bags if they

retains moisture better, generates heat due

are used once used, and therefore cheap-

to decomposition, and thermophilic plants

er bags so that they do not come from

are nourished and grow better. The disad-

the storage of toxic materials. A more suit-

vantage of raised beds compared to con-

able option is wooden raised areas, which

ventional cultivation in the soil is that they

provide sufficient space for soil and plants.

dry out faster. Their indisputable advantage

These can be made of pallets which can be

is a comfortable cultivation, which will

obtained for free. A pallet suitable for culti-

be appreciated especially by seniors and

vation should be heat-treated (marked as HT

children. Adjusted raised beds can also be

or HEAT) without use of chemicals. Wood-

made for wheelchair users.
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PERGOLA OR OTHER SHADED SPACE

However, in the context of climate change

If the area is sunlit for most of the day, espe-

and efforts for better rainwater there are

cially in the afternoon, it might be good

new measures, and even subsidies man-

to consider at least a partially shaded space

agement. The ideal solution is an install-

like an overgrown pergola or a tarpaulin hung

ment of a large-capacity underground tank.

on a structure. It will allow people sensitive

Placement of an above-ground tank or at

to the sun and higher temperatures, such as

a barrel can be an alternative solution (for

seniors or children, to stay in the garden.

example, next to a garden house).

A MEETING PLACE FOR A BAD WEATHER

PLAY ELEMENTS - Community gardens

If the neighbours like to spend their time

are safe places for children to play, so it

not only working in the community garden

is suitable to create a space for families with

but also meeting others or carrying out

children. It is necessary to follow legisla-

various events, consider a shelter where

tion concerning the construction of play-

people could meet even in bad weather. It

grounds, location of the impact areas, and

will also prolong the outdoor season in the

safe play elements. It should not be a prob-

garden. The existing legislation must be fol-

lem to build a covered sandbox or use small

lowed when building a shelter, e.g. discuss-

natural elements for children to play (such

ing the construction with the landowner,

as low wooden logs of different heights,

obtaining a Building Permit. See the litera-

embedded in the ground). Regular mainte-

ture section for further details

nance is a part of the operation of the children’s playground.

TOOL STORAGE - It is not necessary for everyone to have their own tools in the commu-

BENCHES OR PLACES TO SIT TOGETHER

nity garden. It is therefore important to have

are often in neglected courtyards and all

a space for the storage of the commonly used

you need to do is to repair them. If you’re

tools. In many cases, it is sufficient to pro-

meeting your neighbours in the garden,

vide a place in the basement belonging

it’s nice to have a large table where bigger

to one of the community gardeners (suitable

joint events can be held – whether it’s birth-

for the tools that are not needed regularly).

day parties, communal dinners, or events
for other neighbours.

RAINWATER TANK - Rainwatering or at
least standing water is the most suitable

PLACE FOR WASTE - Organic material

for watering plants. Therefore, it is good

ends up in the composter, but there is also

to consider the ways to retain rainwater

another waste generated at larger events.

flowing from adjacent roofs. It is not uni-

It is suitable to include a way to deal with

versally applicable because some buildings

it in the operating rules. If only the inhab-

have rain pipes built directly into the façade.

itants of adjacent houses cultivate in the
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garden, it is no problem to throw it in the

live further away. There are several options

general waste bin or take it home. It is use-

- a shared toilet in the house, a temporary

ful to place at least temporarily waste con-

chemical toilet (ToiToi, etc.), or a solar com-

tainers to be used at larger events and by

posting toilet. In the last case, it is neces-

other neighbours.

sary to consider whether the plot entrance
is adjusted to allow moving the toilet out.

TOILETS – There are no issues for locals,
who can use their own toilets at home, but
it is good to build a toilet if the garden is visited by the gardeners who

2.8

Share your knowledge
Running a community garden brings many

The number of such events has increased

difficulties, but with the number of gardens

in the last five years (e.g., International

exponentially growing, there are more occa-

Neighbours’ Day, Restaurant Day, The Dif-

sions to meet other community coordinators

ferent City Experience events, Earth Day

and share your experience and knowledge.

celebrations, Mezidvorky, Nuselské dvorky).
There is the right opportunity every day.

A successful and long-term functioning gar-

We can celebrate the harvest, cook and

den requires constant communication with its

bake something for the neighbours, watch

neighbourhood - with the neighbours who do

a movie together, show works of art, listen

not participate in gardening but may perceive

to poetry, or organize Children’s Day - and

it negatively. Therefore, it is advisable to orga-

not just for the nearest neighbours (it is,

nize a garden party or participate in events

of course, necessary to always respect

that happen regionally or nationwide.

the copyrights of artworks).

See a few examples:
http://pitv.cz/2017/09/otevrou-se-dvorky-v-centru-a-prerovane-si-mohou-uzit-takeveceri-s-kainarem, http://sefredaktor.blogspot.cz/2014/06/dvorky-ozivaji.html, http://www.
ceskatelevize.cz/porady/10886931259-tajemstvi-prazskych-dvorku/dily
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Get inspired
by good
practice
examples
The following examples of good practice were selected
among the transformations of closed, semi-closed and open
courtyards in larger cities (in the Czech Republic, Europe,
Australia and the USA). The aim was to show different types
of community gardens established with various goals and by
different groups of neighbours or nonprofit organizations.
Czech examples are supplemented by their own photographs,
the foreign ones by photographs used on their websites.
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COURTYARD IN NUSLE, PRAGUE 4, THE CZECH REPUBLIC
A group of residents of older buildings

lings was provided by the local community.

in Prague 4 decided to take part in a communi-

The selection of seedlings was made on the

ty plan announced by the Prague 4 city district.

recommendation of a gardener. Entire families

They selected a plot of land in an unmodified

then planted them in raised beds and newly

semi-enclosed courtyard owned by the city

created garden beds adjacent to the play-

district. The Department of the Environment

ground. Other families from the neighbour-

approved the plot choice, and the city district

hood and the director of the nearby nursery

invested in 3 raised garden beds, the soil, and

who also involved the children’s families were

a part of seedlings, while the rest of the seed-

all invited to join the planting.
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MEČISLAVOVA STREET Courtyard, PRAGUE
4, THE CZECH REPUBLIC
An active group of residents of apartment

raised beds, perennial beds, and edible gar-

buildings in the lower part of Mečislavo-

den plants. The area was revitalized, so that

va street, Prague 4, decided to tranform

children could play safely in here (a part of the

a semi-enclosed courtyard serving as a park-

backfill was removed) and a smaller space was

ing lot in Nusle into a place of wellbeing

appointed for parking. The garden was simul-

for the neighbours, mostly families with chil-

taneously equipped with seating furniture, but

dren, but also the locals.

also with a composter. The whole garden grew
thanks to the integration workshop employing

The first step towards creating a green oasis

people with history of mental illness, but also

was a participation in a workshop on establish-

with a great contribution from locals. The revi-

ing community gardens, participation in break-

talization became a small celebration, which

fast with the Mayor of Prague 4, and subse-

culminated in a great celebration in which

quent involvement in a community planting

participated a large part of the inhabitants

project announced by Prague 4. The socially

of the courtyard and its surroundings. Even

beneficial company KOKOZA, o.p.s. was also

a few years on, the courtyard is alive and active,

participating in this project which connect-

there is skating in the winter, neighbouring fes-

ed it with the project Bring nature to the city

tivities, and participation in Nusle community

by Strongbow brand. This connection has

events. Neighbours take care of the communi-

multiplied the original budget and allowed

ty garden and item-by-item complement both

the growth of a community garden with 20

plants and furniture.
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ESET-HELP Z.S. ATRIUM, PRAGUE 11, THE
CZECH REPUBLIC
A small, closed concrete courtyard of the

nesses), and a range of herbs for cafés was

Eset-Help nonprofit organization was used

expanded.

for occasional meetings of employees, and
growing several kinds of herbs for a local

A small backyard became a pleasant green

café. Its potential was not used to its best.

office for regular meetings, which attracted
butterflies and bees during the first year.

The development project grant proposed
a transformation of the perennial floor so

A garden was established in cooperation

that long-term sustainable perennial beds

with the socially responsible business

were constructed instead of a lawn, raised

KOKOZA, o.p.s., which also employs garden-

garden beds were added for the commu-

ers with a history of mental illness who have

nity center clients (people with mental ill-

brought the entire transformation to life.
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PARTICK COMMUNITY GROWING PROJECT,
GLASGOW, GREAT BRITAIN
The Partick Community Growing Project

to the neighbours and for community

has transformed a disused play park in the

groups including The Annexe, The Purdon

area behind Gullane, Anderson and Purdon

Street Day Care Centre for the elderly, and

Streets into an inclusive community space.

Aspire Housing. The project is now coordi-

In 2013, the project was awarded a grant

nated by an independent committee, there

by the Big Lottery Fund Scotland. The proj-

is a waiting list for the garden bed, but even

ect was completed in April 2014 and

those who do not yet participate in grow-

a community garden started the planting.

ing can join the community garden.

9 raised garden beds have been assigned
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COOPER STREET COMMUNITY GARDEN,

MCLEOD’S COMMUNITY GARDEN, NEW

CITY OF MOONEE VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

YORK, USA

The garden was founded in the City

This large, multi-lot garden is a valuable green

of Moonee Valley in Australia back in 1982

space in a largely industrial area. In 1999,

is to a large extend a production garden,

New York Restoration Project (NYRP) made

growing a variety of flowers, vegetables,

the site accessible by performing environ-

and herbs with the help of a group of gar-

mental remediation to remove toxins from

deners of all ages from the neighbourhood.

the area. Since then, the garden has flour-

Cooper Street Garden has been complete-

ished with active community involvement,

ly renovated in 2012. The NYRP restoration

now serving as a fully-functioning green

group has changed the garden with help

space for the enjoyment and benefit of its

of community members, built 19 new raised

neighbourhood.

garden beds, and added much-needed elements, such as a garden house, composting

The garden produces a variety of herbs

toilet, rainwater tank, plus an extra big grill.

and vegetables, including cabbages and
tomatoes. Its design features include gravel

A garden can be proud of its shaded bench-

paths, vegetable and ornamental planting

es under the new pergola, picnic tables, and

beds, a garden gazebo, and an area for grills

vertical vine beds. A long section of broken

and tables for food preparation and fam-

concrete has been removed and replaced

ily-style dining. The trees and shrubs were

with permeable tiles for safety reasons.

planted, the garden features pear and apricot trees, blackberry bushes, lavender beds,
and a variety of grasses and rose bushes. McLeod’s Community garden’s large
gathering space makes it an ideal location
for neighbourhood school groups to use
the site for nature explorations and other
educational activities.

SEE MORE OF COMMUNITY GARDENS ON A MAP
ON WWW.MAPKO.CZ AND AT WWW.KOKOZA.CZ/BLOG
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THE STORY OF METROFARM
The MetroFarm community garden has been

In the first year of its existence, the garden

created on a private disused land in Bubny

had 20 gardeners, each cultivating a 5 m²

city district, Prague. The acquisition of space

growing area. Several members of the gar-

for the garden was easier due to a long-term

den have started keeping hens and selling

partnership with the Civic Association Alterna-

eggs to contribute to the garden budget.

tiva II, z.s. managing this large disused brown-

The garden is also inhabited and pollinated

field area and seeking a meaningful use for it.

by three bee colonies perched in beehives.

The initial impulse and finances to startth
e garden have been provided by an enthusiastic individual. Gradually, the gardeners
and livestock keepers from neighbourhood
stepped in. The project gained more and
more support and grew gradually.
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PASTVINA COMMUNITY GARDEN
It has begun when we first started grazing

of community gardeners increased as well as

horses on a neglected, privately owned

the numbers of abandoned, unwanted, and

plot on a sandstone promontory above

neglected farm animals - so we took over

the local ponds, so as not to leave the land

the role of an animal shelter. Currently, over

idle. We started composting manure and

two hundred animals are living here, which

plant residues and prepared raised beds

you can virtually adopt and thus contribute

on which we wanted to grow vegetables.

to the comprehensive care of them. We have

In the spring of 2018, we have finally discov-

built a common vegetable garden based

ered that there were too much manure and

on permaculture principles and planted an

too many garden beds to be able to cultivate

edible forest on the plot of land owned by

there as a sole pair. We have decided to open

the municipality with the help of a landscape

the new garden to the public and, in April

architect. We are now taking care of the total

of the same year, the community garden

area of around 4,5 hectares of the land, usually

Pastvina has been established. The numbers

lent by neighbours, and we are still growing.
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Annexes
Annex 1
Questions the community garden
founder should address before meeting
with the landowner
• Mapping the neighbours’ interest in cooperation - how many of them showed interest,
including the interest of surrounding nonprofit or subsidised organizations.
• What activities would the garden want to meet and which form would the garden take?
• Garden’s habitat conditions and the necessary infrastructure - sources of water, electricity
and how do you plan to address possible shortcomings?
• How do you plan to engage the neighbours?
• Who will take care of the garden in the long-term perspective?
• What kind of funding sources are you looking for?

Annex 2
Required soil pH levels for plants
ACIDIC SOIL - LOWER pH THAN 6.5
• 4.5–6.5 - blueberries and cranberries
• 5.0–7.0 - potatoes
• 5.5–6.5 - cherries, raspberries, blackberries, most perennials
• 5.5–7.0 - radishes, radishes, cucumbers, spinach, rhubarb, red currants, cherries
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EUTRAL SOIL - PH EQUAL 6.6 - 7.1
• 5.5–7.5 - lettuce, pumpkin, shallots, tomato
• 6.0–7.0 - broccoli, curls, corn, chives, pears, apples, hazelnuts, apricots
• 6.0–7.5 - celery, beets, beans, cauliflower, peppermint, leeks, brussels sprouts, cabbage,
gooseberries, plums and greengage, black and white currants
BASIC SOIL - PH HIGHER THAN 7.2
• 6.5–7.5 - onions, black root, peas, kohlrabi, carrots, strawberries

Annex 3
Community garden operating rules
COMMUNITY GARDEN XXX
It’s here for us. We have prepared a few rules which will allow us to enjoy growing and composting together with our neighbours. Thank you for respecting them.
GARDEN RULES:
• Thank you for leaving the garden clean and free of garbage.
• Take the best care of your garden bed so that you and your neighbours can have the best
possible harvest. And if you grow edible weeds, let us know, so that we wouldn’t eliminate them.
• We want our fruits to be tastier and healthier than from the store, that is why we do not use
chemical protection or fertilizers. Compost and earthworm tea are abundant, for us, plant
clays will also protect a lot of plants. For more tips, see http://bit.ly/jichy
• Are you going on a vacation? Ask a neighbour to occasionally check your garden bed from
time to time and water it, if needed.
• If you use common tools, please, return them clean and in order.
• Take care of your own safety and the safety of children to avoid injury or damage
to the equipment. Legal representatives of children are responsible for the children.
• Use fireplaces, wood and branches intended for starting a fire. Keep the fire under
the supervision of an adult and extinguish it properly when finished.
• Private events - such as family celebrations, picnics, barbecues - are welcome, but arrange
them in advance with other community gardeners.
• Do not disturb the night peace between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
• The garden is open from-to.
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STRICTLY BANNED:
• Rubbish dumping, disposal of hazardous, toxic waste or large volume disposal of biological waste in the garden.
• Allowing the dogs to roam free in residential and play areas.
• Damage or theft of the plants - trees, shrubs or plants.
• Burning larger quantities of woody plants and waste.
• Taking away or damaging furniture.
• Consumption of alcohol (except for organized events), ban on the administration of alcohol, cigarettes, and other addictive substances to adolescents.
• Smoking cigarettes and other addictive substances in residential and play areas of the
garden or around families with children.

Thank you for taking care of the garden. If you can think of anything we should add, please
let us know at info@kokoza.cz.
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